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The future of money

Delivering the latest news, insights, and analysis from the blockchain and crypto industries
Cointelegraph was founded in 2013, when the words “blockchain” and “crypto” were only known among a few underground techies.

The world had begun to change, so we developed a leading independent digital media resource that covers a wide range of news on blockchain technology, crypto assets and emerging fintech trends.
Localized versions

We are the leading crypto media resource in every country, with respectful regional teams. We are a media group that unites regional Cointelegraph offices from all over the world:

- Local editorial teams
- Unique, perceptive material
- Regionally-specific analytics
- Local offices with native writers

We're the leading crypto media resource in every country, with respectful regional teams
Industry experts choose us. Industry experts trust us.

Blockchain and Crypto News
Every day, our team is the first to deliver the most accurate breaking news and provide profound insights.

Opinion and Expert Review
Experts from various fields including fintech, law, business and taxation as well as CEOs, blockchain programmers and crypto enthusiasts share their views and analyses on current developments in the space.

Sections covering the entire crypto landscape

Interviews
A few of our many guest contributors

Explained and Cryptopedia
Your atlas for the crypto world.

Price Analysis
Weekly overview | Top-10 coins | Market performance

YouTube, special projects and much more...
The Cointelegraph YouTube channel contains insights from some of the most prominent members in the crypto space. Each episode is produced at a distinctive high quality, elevating the standard for relaying the news for the industry as a whole.

**Interviews**

One of the main sources of information for any news service. Our team meets with crypto influencers all over the world to create unique content together.

All blockchain news from the very source — from us to you.

**Documentary films**

- We travel across the globe
- We speak with key people
- We create our vision
- We share insights with our audience

**Crypto Duel**

Cointelegraph's YouTube channel is a unique source that consistently connects experts to each other and broadcasts insider info to a large, online audience. The channel provides a wide range of opinions and perspectives that cannot be found anywhere else.
Cointelegraph has everything

We are skilled professionals in the crypto field who understand our clients’ marketing needs and support product selection.

Advertisements

Our advertisement solutions are tailored to meet a **dynamic range of business needs**. Cointelegraph provides a wide variety of effective and memorable advertisements, ensuring that the **hundreds of thousands of people** that make up our audience will have an association between our partners and the world’s first crypto media news source.

Narratives

Cointelegraph also contains narratives that showcase collaborations with our partners to our audience. Through our **investigations, special projects and other undertakings**, we relay the original story of a brand that is both appealing and factual. Our existing collaborations include St. Moritz and the Crypto Cards Special project.

Our partners
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BlockShow 2019

BlockShow powered by Cointelegraph returned to Singapore for the third year, presenting the Festival of Decentralized Technology, which showcases the blockchain industry’s latest stage of development and its potential impact on traditional finance and the technology sector.

One of the biggest in Asia, BlockShow attracted 2000+ guests from 80+ countries, 200+ journalists, 100+ speakers and 20 official side events.

New branches

Cointelegraph has expanded its global reach by launching Korean, Turkish, and Chinese-language versions of its publication between August and December 2019.

Our expansion does not stop here!

Consulting

Cointelegraph has launched a new consulting service to drive the adoption of blockchain innovations within enterprise ecosystems by connecting tech vendors with firms requiring contemporary solutions.

We help implement enterprise-grade.
We write the news. We are the news.
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Cointelegraph Consulting

Cointelegraph has launched a new consulting unit to link solution providers and firms willing to implement innovations. We offer a variety of options for enterprises to assist in scouting and adopting new, progressive technology.

For enterprises
- Highlighting inefficiencies
- Developing technical optimization strategies
- Pinpoint inefficiencies, technical optimization strategies
- Seeking out solution providers for particular departments
- Safe and transparent handling of tenders
- Performance supervision of solution providers

For blockchain vendors
- Being listed as a solution provider of Cointelegraph
- Connections with enterprises
- Collaborative reports
- Invites to Cointelegraph enterprise events
- Global promotion

Cointelegraph provides comprehensive consulting services, from educational materials to advanced assistance in technology deployment. A high level of expertise in the blockchain industry and our six years of experience makes us a prime mediator between enterprises and solution providers.